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Introduction 
 
René Civile, IT Change, Release, Chain and Crisis manager, 
inventor/creator of the  Civile Matrix®™ and owner of 
NumoQuest©™ and NumoQuest©™ Profiler, has put the laws of 
physics steering and managing Talent  into visible and instant 
usable perspective. 
 
Where many programs basically are copies of copies, of hypes, 
repainted, rearranged, only very few understand the 33 laws of 
physics steering all. In basic steps the individual born latencies are 
presented, making each person utter unique.  From there simple steps toward own personal 
capabilities will do the rest. 
 

‘There is nothing you have to learn what is not already in you so why waste 

energy teaching yourself things that aren’t you?  The moment you put all 

focus and energy on the REAL YOU, the faster you’ll become member of 

YOUR 1% League.  It really is as simple as that….  ‘       René Civile 1998 
 

The Edge Programme is to give you instant and usable advance over all these copies of copies or 
hypes.  All you have to do is follow YOU.  And that requires no new skills, often no financial effort, 
just the focus and energy.   
 
 

“Any choice YOU make perfectly fine to me. Either you gain edge or 
dismiss it, Edge doesn’t care. It is non-judgemental, A-political, 
Commercially free . All you do is accept you with all forcefull and successful 
elements you’re born with. There is nothing more to it.” 

         René Civile, 1997 
 
 
 
 

 
Simly have FUN with it….. 
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There are Universal Principles where of many aren’t aware of.  Science hasn’t even come to an 
explanation.  Regardless, these laws of physics are omnipotent present and working.  In anything, in 
anybody.  Many using these ancient and FREE Universal Principles, in financial schemes,  think of the 
Secret or Law of Attraction,  or created copies of copies.  
 
Bottom line, the 33 Universal Principles are omnipotent and free for all. We explain how these work 
in Simplest of terms. 
 
One of these great and strong principles ….. 

 
Every individual has natural born Talents. One discovers it quite early in life, others apparently can’t 
even find theirs in an entire  lifetime.  Yet, many seem they have ways to ‘see’ or ‘assess’ what kind 
of talent the other has. 
 
The odd thing? 
95% of the people are ‘happy’ in some sort of way around their age 27 to 30. Where one is labelled 
adult,  before that age one only still is walking around, seeking, trying,  failing, getting up finally 
succeeding  somewhat.   
 
4% have a natural clear Talent into a certain direction in life they are pursuing.  In their immediate 
slipstream many coming of that 95% want to be associated with these 4%.  Clamping and clinging to 
the ways of life and manners  these 4% pose and live. Others of that 95% are fan or really granting 
these 4% their successes. Then there always will are those opportunists  of commercial spirit wanting 
to make money out of the successes of these 4%, in any thinkable (commercial) way. 
 
The 1% 
The 1%-ers, Steven Jobs,  Eckart Wintzens, Michael Schumachers, Mother Theresas, Babe Ruths, 
Nelson Mandelas, Johan Cruijffs,  Michael Jacksons,  Sir Richard Bransons……. 
 
These are above the 96% and many are trying to find what it is that made them what they are.  
Charismatic, Above All, Barely  Untouchable. Is spirit of time an essence?  Do they have followed a 
certain course or path in life? Libraries are filled about these 1%. From any thinkable angle. The 
bottom line however,  is less complicated, incomprehensible, compared to all those schemes, 
formulas , theories or sole commercial driven methods. 
 
Well, here it is, for free. For the universal principles still are there, working, omnipotent.  They are 
there for any one ready to take charge of….. whatever you want yourself to take charge of.  
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So here it is! 
 
They Know, instead of believe… 
That 1%-er  doesn’t persé have ‘a believe’,’a  religion’ nor  ‘spiritual conviction’, that can be marked 
essential for themselves.  The way that a 1%-er thinks is universal and not limited to….   
They Know that the way they are ‘seeing’ is ‘Their Way’.  They don’t let themselves  be distracted on 
their individual roads they walk, knowing that succeeding is just a matter of trial and error.  They also 
Know that the 1% goal isn’t goal on itself, it’s only their individual direction or point of focus. Mind 
you, if your objective is to become member of the 1%,  probably you shall succeed. Personal 
conviction is the key here. 
 
Abolish Judgement 
They have ‘a way’ of looking at people, things, world, road, goals and objectives. Never being 
judgmental nor in envy .  They regard each and every person as an unique individual without 
reservation.  They understand that personal talent, in people, is obvious, they also know that  others 
still may need to ‘find their place’ in their lives.  1%-ers just regard these as fact of life.  You don’t 
have to tell them, they simply Know. 
 
Distraction 
For a 1%-er there is only one direction by Heart, Head and Breathing.  They come to a state of 
excitement in what they do and they also truly grant that to anyone in the world.  Sure, they also 
encountered failure, though not naming it as such. The thing is they weren’t always bothered by that.  
They simply realized that a certain way, fashion or manner, wasn’t working on that particular 
moment for them. Realizing such they moved on. Onward to their vision, their personal objective(s).  
 
No matter what others see, think, say, believe, or have as opinion, the set path is ‘The Path’ for 
them. It is as simple as that. 
 
Seize Chance and Momentum 
The 1%er recognise and seize Chance and Momentum when it arrives. Small or large. Regardless 
how Chance and Momentum arrives, in what person, shape or form,  the 1%-er accepts such 
thankfully and put it to constructive and good use. Chance and Momentum is also a major 
contributor for them in success as towards others on that path. That is a key issue.   The balance 
between receiving and giving.  There were the Steve Jobs or Sir Richard Bransons successes  in the 
world of commercial enterprises,  the world of Mother Teresa is on the other hand, the level of social 
involvement and charity without the commerciality. Babe Ruth, Johan Cruijff and Michael 
Schumacher in sports. 
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Yet all they share is the determination and level of ‘Knowing’ that their personal believe and 
conviction in themselves, and objectives are on the same universal level, finance  never was the 
initial motivator.  Merely a vehicle to get  ‘There’.   
 
Financial gain 
In spite of what many like to pursuit, like what is described like in, ‘The American Dream’, or 
whatever equivalent or schemes,  it is only regarded as a vehicle or contributor  on the path of the 
1%-er  not the immediate initial objective on itself.   
 
The peculiar thing here is that once one knows their own ‘personal path in life’, there isn’t a 
particular priority here mentioned else than just focus on  ‘Objective’  and walking that individual 
path with a lots of Energy and Compassion.  This compared to today’s world of distraction, 
persuasion, discrimination and judgement,  it makes one even wondering more how odd yet great 
strong and omnipotent this universal law is.   
   
Asking them individually what their personal objectives and believes have been prior their successes, 
they all and each of them will tell you that before any success, many failure also have been a part of 
the road. The only true difference?  They ‘KNOW’ which way to go and sometimes have to overcome 
hurdle or make a detour.  They seldom let others be a key factor or be distracted from their Knowing 
and their Objective.  Sometimes ad great personal and private cost. 

 

Commercial driven schemes 

There are an abundance of commercial schemes and so called courses  letting you believe that in 
order to achieve what people like Bill Gates,  Adele, Nadal, Agatha Christie or Liam Neeson achieved 
in their individual careers, could be thought  and learned like ‘a course’.  The emphasis here is YOU 
pay up first. First they make you WANT and CRAVE before ‘the catch’ is revealed, 
then they let you believe that you can do the same as they.   
 
The Big Flaw…?!? 
The Big Flaw here is the simple conclusion and realization that those selling and telling you all this, 
have no true knowledge of how this universal and free law works.  So how can they tell you?  Their 
objectives simply are commercial and financial driven.  No judgement here but there’s no added 
value in here for you. Unless you feel compelled to pay for something that’s entirely free. If so, you 
just do that. 
 
Truly Knowing Who You Are 
They can’t tell you Whom YOU are. In order to have this universal law work, you have to know WHO 
you are and simply be content with that.  Forget the rest of the world, their opinions, commercials, 
the commercial driven schemes, judgements, fashion or whatever. Find out who you really are by 
nature. 
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Act  
Treat successful people as what is. Their success, not yours. The thing here is that you are not them, 
yet you may accomplish and reach levels as they have reached.  Yet, they are not you, not in your 
shoes, not walking your path.  Don’t strive to be the same as someone else.  You are not.  You are 
you, so Act accordingly. It also means that if you know who you truly are, you will do the things 
fitting your character, your personality.  You also will Act. You will act according YOU! 
 
Abandon Distraction 
Don’t bother with oppressing opinion, judgment, sales schemes, and influences of others upon your 
personal vision, objective, desires. They will distract you from opening YOUR door to your  
True Personal Potential.   
 
There are many reasons for others wanting to distract you.  They want to sell you something, they 
want you to join their club, they don’t want you to improve yourself and grow to you full personal 
potential. And they will use all kinds of ways and schemes to let you believe something entirely else 
than your personal objectives in life. 
 
KNOWING  
There is a world of difference between believing and KNOWING.  There is nothing wrong believing  
in ‘anything’.  Have a good look to that aspect ‘believing’.  How much effort and time and energy 
does that take from you to get to a certain ‘stage’ or  ‘level’ of believing? You have to admit, 
depending on what you do believe in, it will cost you a lot. 
 
Try to put all that in KNOWING your True Personal Potential.  For when you know that ‘IT’ is so, you 
don’t have to bother believing, put time, effort and energy weather  is true or false.   And THAT is the 
difference between you and all these great names.  They KNOW their True and Personal Potential 
and they go their own path.  

We can help you with the KNOWING. The rest? Just a matter of ‘Doing’. There 

basically is notning more to it… 

Good luck in your any (commercial) endeavours you are pursuing …… 

 

RC 2017 

 

 

 

For contact simply use the information of Edge in the footer. 
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